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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is expected to endure a decrease in demand as the
economy slows down and fewer companies are willing to spend large sums of money on advertising instead of more
essential operations, including paying employees. For more detail, please see the Demand Determinants chapter.

• Concentration may increase slightly as larger companies have the varied contacts and economies of scale
necessary to better weather the economic storm. For more detail, please see the Market Share Concentration
chapter.

• The industry's level of competition is forecast to grow as companies must compete more fiercely for a smaller
market for industry products. For more detail, please see the Basis of Competition chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada manufactures billboards, scoreboards, retail store signage

and transit station advertising displays. Industry products may include nonelectric signs, digital billboards, video
screens and neon signs. The industry does not include outdoor kiosks, phone booth advertising, bus or taxi
advertising and other street furniture advertising. It also excludes any advertising or displays made from printing
paper or paperboard.

Major Players Jim Pattison Group

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Manufacturing electric backlit signs

Manufacturing electrical signs and advertising displays

Manufacturing letters and numbers for signs (except wood and paper)

Manufacturing neon signs

Manufacturing electric scoreboards

Manufacturing nonelectric, primarily wood, signs and signboards

The major products and services in this industry are:

Billboards

Digital billboards and signs

Transit fixtures

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Paper Product Manufacturing in
Canada

Printing in Canada Billboard & Outdoor Advertising in
Canada

Promotional Products in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Billboard & Sign Manufacturing in
the US

Variable Message Signage
Manufacturing

Sign & Banner Manufacturing
Franchises
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$1.6bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-6.2%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.8%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$107.7m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-1.4%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

6.8%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2016–2021

1.5pp

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

1,761
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-0.5%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

0.4%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

8,984
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-2.0%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$478.9m
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-1.2%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.2%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

0.2%
Demand from billboard and
outdoor advertising

9.1%
Corporate profit

-1.1%
Value of nonresidential
construction

2.7%
Total advertising expenditure

1.5%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Concentration

Low

  Regulation & Policy
Light / Increasing

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Technology Change

Medium

  Industry Globalization
Medium / Steady   Competition

Medium / Increasing

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
High   Industry Assistance

Low / Steady

  Barriers to Entry
Low / Steady

 

Key Trends

 International trade is expected to seriously hamper growth
prospects for the industry

 Technological advances have resulted in a more fragmented
media landscape

 Due to the local nature of billboard and sign manufacturing,
international trade is relatively low

 Traditional signage, such as advertising displays and
billboards, will remain an important product segment

 The average industry profit margin is set to expand slightly
over the next five years

 Industry operators are also anticipated to benefit from
relatively low import penetration

 Higher margin digital billboards has resulted in an increase
in industry profit
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Medium Imports

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Barriers to Entry

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Volatility

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Product/Service Concentration

  Low Revenue per Employee

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  High Performance Drivers

  Canadian effective exchange rate index

   

THREATS

  Very Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Total advertising expenditure
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Executive Summary Your ad here: Larger advertising budgets will likely continue to fuel
demand for industry products

The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is expected to falter due to a sharp decline in exports in
2017 and 2020, eviscerating growth prospects despite a promising domestic climate through much of the period.
Billboards have maintained their appeal as one of the few remaining ways to reach a broad consumer base in an
increasingly fragmented media landscape. Consequently, advertisers have rapidly increased their spending on
billboard space. Still, a 61.4% drop in exports fuelled an 18.5% contraction in revenue in 2017, bringing the industry
into the red over the five years to 2021. The COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic also suppressed revenue over 2020,
expanding this collapse. Overall, industry revenue is expected to decline an annualized 6.1% to $1.6 billion over the
five years to 2021, despite a forecast spike in exports that is expected to support a 3.9% expansion in industry
revenue in 2021.

An opportunity for growth through digital billboards has been the primary force behind industry expansion early
during the period, which is expected to shape the industry moving forward. These displays, made from light-emitting
diodes and other electronic components, enable advertisers to seamlessly transition between messages and
accommodate a greater number of clients simultaneously. Industry operators may therefore charge a premium for
these products. Still, despite an extremely competitive landscape, higher margin digital billboards becoming the
driving force in the industry has resulted in an increase in profitability. Industry profit, measured as earnings before
interest and taxes, is expected to account for 6.8% of revenue in 2021.

The industry is expected to recover over the five years to 2026, bereft of any deleterious volatility in trade that
decimated growth prospects during the current period. Corporate profit is expected to continue improving, fuelling
stronger growth in advertising spending, contributing to revenue growth. Larger advertising budgets will likely
continue to fuel demand for industry products and provide the industry with greater pricing power, enabling
operators to gradually expand their profit margin. Digital products are expected to remain the fastest growing
segment in the industry and are projected to become its greatest source of revenue over the next five years.
Industry revenue is projected to increase an annualized 1.8% to $1.7 billion over the five years to 2026.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Total advertising expenditure

Total advertising expenditure includes spending on billboards and advertising displays. Therefore, increases in
advertising expenditure boosts demand for industry products. Total advertising expenditure is expected to rise in
2021, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Corporate profit

Companies across all industries are more likely to increase their marketing, advertising and rebranding budgets
when profit is strong and growing. Increases in these activities will likely raise demand for billboards, signage and
other industry products. Corporate profit is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Demand from billboard and outdoor advertising

Demand from billboard and outdoor advertising has the most significant influence on the industry because it
represents a broad group of downstream markets. An increase in demand for billboard and outdoor display
advertising will likely increase sales of industry products. Demand from billboard and outdoor advertising is expected
to rise in 2021.

 

Canadian effective exchange rate index

The Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index measures the value of the loonie relative to a basket of
currencies of the country's primary trading partners. International trade is often guided by currency trends by making
imports more attractive during an appreciation of the loonie and exports more affordable when the value of the
Canadian dollar depreciates. As a result, industry trade activity is influenced by currency patterns. The CEER index
is expected to rise in 2021.

 

Value of nonresidential construction

Increased commercial construction means that there are more storefronts and other spaces for businesses to
occupy. Businesses moving into these spaces will demand signage and other industry products. It is important to
keep in mind that there can be a half- to full-year lag between changes in this metric and changes in demand for
industry products while construction is completed. The value or nonresidential construction is expected to fall in
2021, posing a potential threat to the industry.
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Current
Performance

The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is expected to
falter over the five years to 2021 amid an evisceration of export activity,
despite technological changes and positive trends in out-of-home (OOH)
advertising, while the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic also severely cut
into revenue over 2020.

Advertising expenditure is anticipated to expand during the period, although the majority of this expenditure is
expected to be routed to digital enterprises. While this has been a defining characteristic of advertising in aggregate,
billboards have maintained broad appeal in an increasingly digital age.

Despite these bullish domestic factors, international trade is expected to seriously hamper growth prospects for the
industry with a 61.4% drop in exports recorded in 2017, which precipitated an 18.5% contraction in industry revenue
that year. As a result, industry revenue is closely tied to export activity, despite a relatively small share of revenue
dedicated to foreign clients. Essentially, while domestic demand remains relatively stagnant, opportunities for growth
exist in foreign markets. Bereft of these opportunities after 2017, industry revenue is expected to contract an
annualized 6.1% to reach $1.6 billion over the five years to 2021. This includes a 3.9% increase in 2021 specifically
as the economic uncertainty and trade difficulties associated with the pandemic recede and operating conditions
begin to return to normal.

BROAD APPEAL

Total advertising expenditure is expected to increase an annualized 1.2%
over the five years to 2021.

Since billboards and signs are frequently purchased by advertising agencies and corporations undergoing
rebranding efforts, marketing and promotional spending is typically a significant indicator of demand for industry
products. Industry products have maintained appeal for their increasingly unique ability to reach a broad consumer
base in a given geographic area. Nonetheless, the majority of advertising expenditure has been routed to digital
enterprises, translating into a potential threat to industry operations as more businesses take their advertising online.

Technological advances have resulted in a more fragmented media landscape in which advertisers are able to
target increasingly specific consumer demographics, but have fewer options for reaching a mass audience.
Consequently, OOH advertising through billboards and other signs has remained one of the most viable traditional
advertising formats, sustaining domestic demand for industry manufacturers.

Billboards remain a key component of marketing campaigns, particularly for start-ups seeking to gain a foothold in
major metropolitan areas, as they can reach thousands of passersby in a given region regardless of other
demographic characteristics. Moreover, there is substantial competition among advertising agencies in the internet
realm, with advertisers attempting to capture the attention of consumers at every intersection of the internet.
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Conversely, OOH advertising captures consumers' attention at a moment where they are not bombarded with
companies trying to profit from their spending habits. Plus, most OOH advertising mediums are designed with style
in mind, offering an unobtrusive method of securing customers as compared with the litany of advertisements that
often invade a computer or smartphone screen while a consumer is trying to read an article or watch a video. These
trends have enabled industry manufacturers to escape the broader trend in Canadian advertising and sustain
domestic demand even when export activity fell by the wayside, mitigating industry contraction to a degree.

NICHE PRODUCTS, SLIM MARGINS

Industry companies tend to specialize in niche markets or products.

Most operators generate business within their local area and offer only a few types of products. For example, digital
scoreboard manufacturers rarely offer nonelectric retail store signage. Conversely, small retail signage
manufacturers rarely possess the resources to produce either digital or traditional billboards. Furthermore, the
industry is moving away from traditional billboards and signage and is shifting toward digital products with an
emphasis on lighting. Companies that specialize in digital products have performed comparatively better over the
past five years than companies that manufacture more traditional signage.

Furthermore, due to the local nature of billboard and sign manufacturing, international trade in the industry is
relatively low. Imports are estimated to account for 5.4% of domestic demand in 2021, falling an annualized 6.2% to
total $87.0 million over the five years to 2021, akin to the industry in aggregate. Exports account for a similarly small
share of industry revenue at 3.3%, down from 8.6% at the beginning of the period due to a sharp drop in 2017.
IBISWorld estimates that industry exports will decrease an annualized 22.6% over the five years to 2021, reaching
$52.3 million after a precipitous decline of 61.4% in export value in 2017. The vast majority of industry trade takes
place with the United States. However, as industry operators in both countries continue to operate in niche local
markets, the need for international trade has remained low as a percentage of industry revenue.

Overall, the development of niche products and the emerging digital billboard age have caused performance among
individual operators to vary based on product offerings and the strength of the local market. Accordingly, industry
profit, which is measured as earnings before taxes and interest, has increased to reach 6.8% of revenue in 2021, as
a result of strong growth in sales of high-value digital billboards. Still, the majority of players compete for a very small
market, as there are expected to be 1,761 enterprises in 2021. Therefore, most operators are contending with
increasing price-based competition, which has pressured profit in recent years.

Increasing competition is anticipated to limit industry participation. The number of establishments in the industry is
projected to shrink an annualized 0.8% to 1,811 locations over the five years to 2021. As a result of tough operating
conditions amid flagging trade activity, as well as the pandemic, wages have fallen over the past five years, though
they have done so more slowly than revenue, as operators continue to shift to digital billboards. Total industry
wages are expected to decrease an annualized 1.2% to $478.9 million over the five years to 2021.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Total
advertising

expenditure
($b)

2012 2,375 677 1,832 1,819 8,913 141 103 451 2,337 12.4
2013 2,369 600 1,846 1,812 8,598 135 110 422 2,343 11.8
2014 1,791 547 1,875 1,800 8,381 154 117 422 1,754 11.5
2015 1,979 621 1,864 1,796 9,739 171 122 509 1,930 11.7
2016 2,175 664 1,886 1,809 9,946 188 120 509 2,107 12.0
2017 1,773 766 1,866 1,814 10,751 72.5 115 563 1,815 12.4
2018 1,688 675 1,974 1,838 9,901 66.5 114 531 1,736 12.5
2019 1,643 648 1,896 1,847 9,236 76.9 108 493 1,674 13.1
2020 1,525 549 1,788 1,742 8,748 51.4 81.9 465 1,555 12.0
2021 1,584 617 1,811 1,761 8,984 52.3 87.0 479 1,618 12.7
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Industry Outlook
Outlook The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is anticipated to

rebound over the five years to 2026 as the economy recovers from the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

Out-of-home (OOH) advertising is expected to maintain its appeal amid a fragmented media landscape as an
advertising medium that garners a higher response rate than other forms, fuelling industry growth. Although growth
in advertising expenditure is expected to slow from current levels, the value of nonresidential construction is
expected to reverse course and increase over the next five years. New commercial buildings that require signage
are an important market segment. while electronic billboards and signs are the industry's fastest growing segment. A
confluence of these factors is expected to serve as a catalyst for growth over the next five years.

As companies increase their marketing budgets, businesses in the related Billboard and Outdoor Advertising
industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 54185CA) will likely purchase more billboards and displays from
manufacturers. At the same time, as the value of nonresidential construction increases, businesses occupying new
commercial spaces will need signage, aiding industry revenue growth. However, the continued movement of
commerce online will likely result in fewer businesses with a brick-and-mortar foundation, tempering demand
somewhat. As a result, IBISWorld forecasts industry revenue will increase an annualized 1.8% to $1.7 billion over
the five years to 2026.

DIGITAL DRIVES DEMAND

Revenue from digital billboards, high-definition video displays and light-
emitting diode (LED) displays is forecast to be the driving force behind
broader industry-wide growth.

Advertisers are expected to continue demanding digital products that can convey multiple advertising messages and
effectively target specific demographics. Although larger industry operators will likely move to offer more digital
billboard products and benefit the most from this trend, smaller companies will have increased opportunities to
produce countertop and other small digital displays. Digital signage is expected to grow to account for a majority of
industry revenue over the next five years. Traditional signage, however, such as advertising displays and billboards,
will remain an important product segment.

Billboard and sign manufacturers are expected to develop improvements to digital displays over the next five years
to hold and rotate a larger number of advertisements. Current limitations will likely change as manufacturers design
more sophisticated billboards that can automatically select from a catalogue of advertisements to show at specific
times or in different weather conditions. Companies that rent billboard space need this function because it enables
them to sell more time slots to advertisers on a single billboard. It also enables advertisers to reach target markets
more effectively by changing advertisements based on time of day, the day of the week, season or weather to attract
potential consumers. Image clarity and resolution will also continue to improve, enabling advertisers to provide more
colourful, powerful advertisements. Smaller, brighter LEDs that can be placed closer together will likely be the
catalyst for this advancement.

PROFIT AND STRUCTURE

The average industry profit margin is set to expand slightly over the next
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five years.

IBISWorld projects that industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, will reach 7.0% of revenue
in 2026, as operators will experience economic recovery as the pandemic recedes. Additionally, companies are
expected to change their product mix toward higher-margin digital offerings. As manufacturing processes improve
and operators become more familiar with digital products, the cost of producing digital displays will likely decline.

However, increasing wages are expected to limit profit growth, as the development of these new products will
require the employment of highly skilled employees. IBISWorld expects that wages will rise an annualized 1.2% to
$507.9 million over the five years to 2026. Steadier demand and new product development opportunities are also
expected to lure new entrants to the market. Growth in industry participation is expected to continue over the next
five years, with the number of industry enterprises projected to rise an annualized 0.4% to 1,798 companies.

Further enticing new entrants, industry operators are also anticipated to benefit from relatively low import penetration
over the next five years. Imports are expected to grow an annualized 1.5% to $93.9 million over the five years to
2026. However, they are projected to satisfy only 5.3% of domestic demand in 2026, which is a marginal decrease
from 2021. Exports will likely benefit over the next five years as the Canadian dollar is anticipated to deprecate,
restoring the price advantage domestic operators had prior to the pandemic. Industry exports are expected to rise an
annualized 1.9% to total $57.6 million over the five years to 2026.

POTENTIAL REGULATORY HURDLES

Although industry revenue is forecast to grow over the next five years, the
industry could be threatened by increasing regulatory efforts from local
governments.

Sign by-laws and special taxes have been implemented in many municipalities that can truncate industry growth.
While not directly taxing industry products, this could stymie expansion. Restrictions and taxes on billboards apply to
companies involved in their rental and do not directly affect industry operators. However, they have the potential to
restrict the size of the industry's potential market and discourage downstream companies from investing in new
signage.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Total
advertising

expenditure
 ($b)

2021 1,584 617 1,811 1,761 8,984 52.3 87.0 479 1,618 12.7
2022 1,626 631 1,826 1,774 9,166 53.9 88.9 489 1,661 12.9
2023 1,659 642 1,838 1,784 9,277 55.1 90.6 496 1,694 13.1
2024 1,684 650 1,846 1,791 9,354 56.0 91.8 501 1,720 13.2
2025 1,706 656 1,855 1,798 9,401 56.8 92.9 504 1,742 13.2
2026 1,728 662 1,855 1,798 9,461 57.6 93.9 508 1,764 13.3
2027 1,749 669 1,861 1,802 9,541 58.4 94.9 513 1,785 13.4
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

Industry products and services are widely accepted by downstream markets

Despite technological advances, product offerings are relatively static

The industry has fixed markets with few opportunities for growth

The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is in the mature stage of its life cycle, characterized by
slow growth rates, static product offerings and fixed markets. Industry value added (IVA), which measures an
industry's contribution to the overall economy, is forecast to stagnate over the 10 years to 2026. Comparatively,
Canada's GDP is expected to rise an annualized 2.0% during the same period. Industries growing slower than the
overall economy are considered to be declining, but other factors indicate the industry's maturity.

Additionally, billboards and signs are widely accepted products by downstream businesses, demand for which
typically moves in line with broader macroeconomic trends, such as corporate profit and business formation, which
are endemic to mature industries. Billboards and signs are one of the most effective ways for a company to
advertise and bring in new business, which lends industry products a high degree of market acceptance.

While industry products are widely known and accepted by downstream customers, the industry has been
attempting to improve its product lines to create higher value for customers. New technologies, such as high-
definition video displays and LEDs, provide operators with more engaging and targeted methods of conveying
advertisements. Nevertheless, these technologies originated in other industries and operators apply these
technologies to existing products for existing purposes. Typically, mature industries have few areas for robust
expansion. Bereft of opportunities for profound growth, the industry is considered to be in the mature stage of its life
cycle.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Billboard & Outdoor Advertising in Canada

Retail Trade In Canada

2nd Tier

Public Administration in Canada

Healthcare and Social Assistance In Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Wood Panelling Manufacturing in Canada

Electrical Equipment Manufacturing in Canada

Sawmills & Wood Production in Canada

Lighting Fixtures Manufacturing in Canada

Petrochemical Manufacturing in Canada

Paint Manufacturing in Canada

2nd Tier

Electric Power Transmission in Canada

Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing in Canada

Recyclable Material Wholesaling in Canada

Products & Services

  BILLBOARDS

Sales of traditional billboards are estimated to account for 49.2% of
revenue for the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada in
2021.

Billboards are manufactured in a variety of standard sizes, including 4.0-by-15.0-metre bulletins and posters with
varying dimensions. Although these designs are the most common across the industry, manufacturers typically offer
their own range of additional sizes and many offer billboards with custom dimensions. This segment includes
nonelectric signs of all sizes, including 3D billboards and storefront signage purchased by most brick-and-mortar
businesses. It does not, however, include signs and displays made from paper or paperboard, which are classified
under the Printing industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 32311CA). The billboards segment is forecast to decrease
over the five years to 2026 as a share of revenue as digital billboards become more popular.

DIGITAL BILLBOARDS AND SIGNS

Digital billboards and signs are expected to be the fastest-growing
product segment for this industry, accounting for an estimated 26.0% of
revenue in 2021.

Digital technology incorporates LEDs, plasma display panels or projection screens into billboards and advertising
displays. Digital signage can enhance a customer's retail experience through interactive interfaces and the
information displayed is computer programmed, which can be changed instantly. Advertisers particularly value
electronic displays because several advertising messages can be loaded into a computer and rotated every several
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seconds on one digital board. Additionally, different messages can be conveyed at different times, such as coffee
advertisements in the morning and liquor advertisements on Friday nights. Advertisers prefer these features
because they can sell multiple advertising slots on the same billboard or on the same display. Conversely,
advertisers can only sell one ad space at a time using traditional billboards and displays. The digital billboards and
signs segment is estimated to have grown relatively quickly as a share of revenue over the five years to 2021, as
production has become more efficient, as well as because of the advantages these products provide to advertisers.

TRANSIT FIXTURES

Transit fixtures such as bus stops, benches and outdoor booths account
for an estimated 15.1% of industry revenue in 2021.

Those who rely on public transportation will inevitably come into contact with some of these fixtures at some point in
their day, making these products an attractive option for those companies that want to target commuters or people in
a specific locale. Therefore, while this segment has remained relatively stable as a share of revenue over the past
five years, it is reliant on government investments in infrastructure and urbanization trends nationwide.

OTHER

Other products manufactured by this industry include neon signs,
countertop displays, trade show signage and removable letters for
marquee and sidewalk signs.

These products have declined as a share of revenue over the past five years due to gains in digital display
manufacturing. Neon signs have increasingly been replaced with LED technology. In addition, digital displays on
which varying messages can be displayed easily through computer software have reduced demand for signs with
changeable letters, which can be time-consuming to update. This segment is expected to continue declining over
the five years to 2026 as a share of industry revenue, as demand for the industry's core billboard and digital signage
offerings increases. Other products are expected to account for the remaining 9.6% of revenue in 2021.

Demand
Determinants

Demand for the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is
determined primarily by business spending on advertising and
promotional activity.

Advertising budgets are in turn influenced by levels of corporate profit. Companies are more likely to invest in
rebranding or new marketing campaigns when they have a healthy profit margin. Conversely, when margin is tight,
advertising is often among the discretionary expenses to be cut in efforts to preserve profit in times of distress.
However, industry growth has been constrained, despite strong growth in corporate profit, as companies have
diversified advertising methods.

Among the major consumers of industry products are outdoor advertising agencies, which purchase billboards and
signs for the purpose of renting them out to advertisers. Demand from this market is influenced by business demand
for alternative advertising platforms, such as the internet, TV and social media. Historically, billboard advertising
experienced competition primarily from newspapers and mass market magazines. However, print media has
declined rapidly in recent years due to the proliferation of free digital content options. The resulting media landscape
has become increasingly fragmented, with media being consumed from an ever more diverse range of sources.
Although the internet has enabled advertisers to target consumers with greater demographic specificity, billboards
and outdoor signs are now one of the few remaining ways to reach a large general audience, helping to sustain
downstream demand for industry products.

In addition to selling signage to downstream markets through advertising agencies, industry operators market their
products directly to businesses in a variety of industries. Most brick-and-mortar businesses require signs to some
extent, so rates of business formation have a significant influence on industry demand. As a result, the industry is
highly cyclical. Macroeconomic factors such as business sentiment, access to credit and consumer spending
influence the number of Canadian businesses, which in turn determines the size of the industry's market.

The COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to erode demand for industry products. The pandemic drastically
increased economic uncertainty and countries imposed strict safety policies regarding trade in an effort to reduce
the spread of the virus, which slowed the flow of goods between countries, as well as within them. The latter
reduced exports as a share of revenue, as Canadian sign manufacturers were less able to ship products to the
United States, while the former resulted in reduced advertising budgets, both domestically and abroad, reducing
demand for new billboards or signs.
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Major Markets

  IBISWorld estimates that billboard and sign expenditures from the top six
domestic downstream industries generate more than 75.0% of total
revenue for the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada.

  It is important to note that while the industries listed below all use store signage and other alternative displays, most
do not purchase billboards. The largest purchasers of billboards are companies in the Billboard and Outdoor
Advertising industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 54185CA) that rent out billboard space to many of these same
markets. Consequently, the major markets for the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada mirror the
downstream markets for the Billboard and Outdoor Advertising industry in Canada.

ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment industries, notably TV and film, have historically relied on
billboards and extravagant signs to advertise their products.

Billboards especially are effective mediums for large-scale movie stills, posters and other advertisements that do not
rely on many words, making them consistently attractive options for advertising in the entertainment industry. Robust
expansion in film and TV production domestically, including Netflix Inc.'s $500.0 million investment in domestic
production during a five-year period beginning in 2018, has been a boon for operators that rely on this crucial
advertising powerhouse. Entertainment businesses represent 21.4% of industry revenue in 2021, a proportion that is
anticipated to have grown over the past five years.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND REAL ESTATE

Rising incomes and a burgeoning domestic housing market have
increased the professional services and real estate segment's presence in
the industry.

Real estate companies rely on word-of-mouth and more traditional advertising methods geared toward particular
localities, making billboards and signs a viable advertising model. Professional services, such as financial advising,
have been on the rise as disposable income grows, making advertising for these services of tantamount importance,
resulting in an increase as a share of revenue over the past five years. This segment is expected to account for
21.0% of industry revenue in 2021.

FOOD AND DRINK

The food and drink segment, comprising 14.3% of industry revenue in
2021, includes restaurants, bars and cafes, as well as retail food and
beverages.

While relatively stable as a share of revenue over the five years to 2021, restaurants rely on advertising to attract
local patrons, hence the necessity for ads that focus on particular areas, curated to target localities rather than
demographics akin to online or TV advertising methods. Moreover, companies in this segment often use creative
signs to garner attention and bring in consumers.
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RETAIL

The retail segment covers a wide variety of industries, enabling operators
to rely on this vast array of businesses even in times of economic distress
because some of its products are countercyclical.

Retail operators use billboards to advertise new products, sales and the opening of new establishments. In addition,
retailers often use billboards and other signage to inform consumers of their locations. For example, many outlet
stores purchase billboards to advertise along freeways and attract potential buyers to their storefronts. The retail
market's share of total revenue is estimated to have remained relatively stable over the past five years, at 12.6% of
industry revenue.

AUTOMOTIVE

Automobile manufacturers need to attract drivers.

Therefore, large billboards are essential to their operations, especially within the trucking and commercial vehicle
sector. Making up an estimated 10.4% of industry revenue in 2021, this segment is on the rise, but only slightly, as
worldwide automobile manufacturers compete fiercely for market share in Canada.

GOVERNMENT AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

The government and nonprofit organizations largely rely on public money
to educate rather than to sell products.

While comprising a relatively stable share of the market over the past five years, this segment is particularly
susceptible to local and provincial laws and government expenditures. This segment is expected to account for 9.2%
of industry revenue in 2021.

EXPORTS

Exports account for a relatively small proportion of revenue for the
industry because of the high costs associated with shipping large
billboards and other signs.

As a result, exports are estimated to account for only 3.3% of total revenue in 2021 and mostly go to the United
States. The United States represents the industry's largest trade partner mainly because of its proximity. Exports'
share of revenue has declined significantly over the past five years, despite a depreciation in the Canadian dollar
over much of the past five years. For more information, please refer to the International Trade section of this report.

OTHER

The industry's many other markets are not large enough to be discussed
at length.

These include foreign bodies, offices and technology companies that largely rely on internet advertising, casinos and
the lottery, among others. Most of these markets rely on industry products minimally, opting instead to focus on
other forms of advertising. Other markets are expected to account for 7.8% of industry revenue in 2021.
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International Trade Exports in this industry are    Low and Decreasing

Imports in this industry are    Medium and Decreasing

International trade in the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is low relative to total industry
revenue, with exports accounting for an estimated 3.3% of revenue and imports representing 5.4% of domestic
demand in 2021. Trade patterns generally follow currency exchange rates and the stipulations of various trade
agreements.

Exports

Trade is moderate in this industry because its billboards and other products are often bulky. Therefore, they are
cost-prohibitive to ship long distances. As a result, the vast majority of trade occurs with the nearby United States,
with an estimated 97.8% of exports destined for the country. Even as advertising expenditure in the United States
has grown robustly over the five years to 2021, companies based in the country have decidedly invested in local
businesses rather than Canadian companies, with the value of exports to the United States anticipated to decline an
annualized 22.5% during the period. Accordingly, industry exports are expected fall due to the forecast recovery of
the Canadian dollar, which will make domestic products less affordable in foreign markets. This is evidenced by the
precipitous drop in exports in 2017 as opposed to the beginning of the period, as well as muted growth in 2021 as a
sharp appreciation in the Canadian dollar is forecast to offset economy recovery from the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic. Exports are expected to grow over the five years to 2026 as the Canadian dollar is forecast to depreciate,
creating a more favourable environment for domestic operators.

While the United States comprises most exports, it is a peculiar phenomenon in that the proportion of total exports
destined for those clients has grown even as the Canadian dollar appreciated and total exports declined. The
country's exports made up 90.9% of total exports in 2016, steadily climbing to current levels despite a decrease in
the real value of exports. While an appreciating Canadian dollar cannot offer a valid explanation, few key operators
have likely held on to favourable contracts that may still be in effect, which has bolstered the United States' share of
total exports during the period. Meanwhile, ad hoc exports to different countries, including destinations such as the
Bahamas and Russia, are variable and therefore can produce volatility in export growth outside of the United States.
In any given year, a large contract such as for the manufacture of a scoreboard for a major stadium or international
sporting event can inflate exports. Bereft of this fleeting revenue boost, exports are susceptible to booms and busts.
This was evidenced amid the coronavirus pandemic, as exports fell 33.2% in 2020. Consequently, total exports are
expected to decline an annualized 22.6% to reach $52.3 million over the five years to 2021.

Imports

Imports, while remaining low relative to the manufacturing sector as a whole, satisfy under 10.0% of domestic
demand for signs. The United States is also the leader in imports due to its proximity, with an expected 55.1% of
import value in 2021, though China has also gained ground in shipments of highly standardized products and is
estimated to be responsible for 26.2% of industry-relevant imports. Imports are expected to decline an annualized
6.2% to reach $87.0 million over the five years to 2021. While this contraction in the value of imports occurred
through the period, it was accelerated by the coronavirus pandemic and its associate trade difficulties Import
penetration in this industry is expected to continue, although foreign manufacturers are expected to continue
satisfying a relatively small portion of domestic demand due to logistical concerns.

Historically, the United States has been a major source of imports, satisfying 65.8% of all imports in 2016. Still, that
share of imports has been dropping since 2015, when the United States to Canadian dollar exchange rate exhibited
its largest decline during the current period. The subsequent decline in the United States' share of imports after 2015
can be explained by other countries, notably China, improving their presence in the industry. China represented only
19.1% of total imports in 2016, rising steadily to current levels. Plus, Mexico's presence has increased during the
period, representing only 1.6% of imports in 2016, but the country's imports have grown an annualized 14.9% in
value over the five years to 2021 to satisfy 3.4% of all imports. This trend is primarily attributed to the United States-
Mexico-Canada Agreement.
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Business
Locations

  The geographic distribution of establishments in the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is most concentrated in
the densely populated provinces of Canada. Operators benefit by locating near high traffic areas that provide greater exposure to
advertisements. Additionally, more densely populated areas also attract more businesses, which require signage. In addition, the
country's most populated provinces typically account for a greater share of consumer spending, making the areas likely targets for
media and advertisements.

Ontario

Ontario accounts for the largest share of industry establishments in 2021, at 42.2%. The province is home to two of the country's
largest cities, Toronto and Ottawa. These major cities represent economic hubs that provide retailers and advertisers great
opportunities to reach a mass audience when promoting a new product, service or location. Furthermore, the two cities are
popular among visiting tourists, a demographic that is likely to use billboards and signage for direction.

British Columbia, Quebec and Alberta
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British Columbia has been gaining a larger presence in the industry, accounting for 16.3% of industry establishments in 2021, as
compared with 17.2% in 2016. Quebec accounts for the third-largest share of industry establishments among Canadian provinces
in 2021, at 15.5%. Quebec is also Canada's second-largest province by population and similar to Ontario, includes hubs of
commercial activity in which outdoor advertisers can gain access to large audiences. Alberta accounts for an estimated 13.8% of
industry establishments, which has significant Canadian cities, such as Calgary and Edmonton. The rest of the provinces make up
less than 5.0% of industry establishments each and do not merit their own discussions at this time.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

Market share concentration in the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is low. Aside from the Jim
Pattison Group, which is estimated to have a market share of 5.4% in 2021, no other company in the industry is
expected to control more than 2.0% of revenue. More than 1,700 companies are estimated to compete for the
remainder of the market. Industry fragmentation is best exemplified by hiring patterns in the industry. Of the 1,761
companies anticipated to be in operation in 2021, over 40.0% of them are considered nonemployers, limiting the
size and scope of their operations. Of the remaining employing establishments, 53.7% employ fewer than five
workers, while more than 20.0% employ between five and nine people. Only eight establishments employ more than
100 people nationwide, illustrating the extent of industry fragmentation. There are several factors that contribute to
this fractured landscape. The cost of transporting heavy, bulky billboards, signage and advertising displays long
distances prevents most operators from developing a national presence. In general, this means that companies
operate locally or regionally and must depend heavily on relationships with local businesses. Such intense local
competition keeps most operators small. Furthermore, most work in this industry is labour intensive, which prevents
companies from realizing significant savings from consolidating manufacturing locations. Some companies could
operate in highly specialized product niches, such as digital scoreboards, which offer a national customer base and
lend themselves to large-scale manufacturing operations. Currently, such operations are more common in the
United States, where there are more opportunities for these larger projects. Unlike local operators, these companies
have the financial resources necessary to support a national presence. Specialized products can cost well over
$10.0 million. Nevertheless, most domestic billboard and sign manufacturers are local operators and depend on
strong personal connections with the local customer base. Market share concentration is expected to temporarily
increase slightly amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. The Jim Pattison Group, the largest operator in the
space, has the economies of scale required to perform better relative to the industry as the pandemic cuts into
revenue industry-wide, which is expected to slightly increase concentration.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Having a large supply contract:
Billboard and sign orders are small for most operators. Manufacturers that are able to secure large supply contracts
benefit from revenue and profit stability.

Ability to attract local business:
Due to high transportation costs for billboards and large signs, many manufacturers draw their revenue from local
businesses. Strong connections to the local market help ensure these customers' continued patronage.

Timely delivery to market:
Timely product delivery is important in Canada, where billboard and sign installation is extremely difficult during the
winter months due to severe weather.

Ability to quickly adopt new technology:
Industry operators that are able to adopt new technologies, such as digital billboards, are more likely to attract
additional customers and be more successful.

Concentration on core business:
As an industry that relies on the sale of customizable products, specializing in one area such as retail merchandise
solutions can help operators secure contracts within their field. Diversity can be a gift and a curse if resources are
spread too thin.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
estimated to account for 6.8% of revenue in 2021, up from 5.3% in
2016. This relatively small profit margin reflects the high level of price-
based competition in the industry, combated with customization
initiatives involved in the production of signs and billboards that buoy
profitability. The industry's increased focus on digital signage has
sustained profit over the past five years despite these competitive
pressures. These displays not only provide greater value for advertisers
and other downstream markets, but have also become less expensive
to produce as the costs of LEDs and other electronic components have
steadily fallen. Plus, industry operators frequently offer value-added
design consultation and produce most signage with custom dimensions
and can charge a premium for such services.

 

  Wages

In addition to purchases, labour costs account for a significant portion
of industry revenue, absorbing 30.2% in 2021, up from 23.4% in 2016.
Much of the design work, component integration and wiring work for
industry products are handled manually because many are completed
on a customized basis. Plus, a recent turn to graphic design software
has increased reliance on labour from highly paid designers and
advertising consultants. Furthermore, under sales contracts, companies
are often responsible for manually installing and maintaining products,
which increases employment, but for less skilled labourers.
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  Purchases

Purchases are estimated to account for 35.1% of industry revenue in
2021. Purchases include input costs such as aluminum, wire, sockets,
inks, LEDs, metal castings, electrical components, wood, veneers and
other manufactured products. Most companies within the industry are
too small to exert pricing pressure on suppliers, making them
vulnerable to changes in upstream production processes and
commodity price fluctuations. In response, many operators purchase
materials from numerous suppliers and concentrate orders when one
supplier offers advantageous pricing. Companies that specialize in
large electronic scoreboards or video displays are likely to incur higher
purchase expenses as these crucial input prices are more expensive
than other commonly used materials. Nonetheless, since most
operators focus on smaller projects and the prices of many
commodities have fallen over the past five years, purchase costs are
anticipated to fall as a proportion of industry revenue from a high of
39.0% in 2016.

 

  Marketing

Industry operators spend an average 1.8% of revenue on advertising in
2021, which is relatively high by sector standards. Many manufacturers
produce signs to client specifications, competing on the basis of service
quality. As a result, they must seek out new small and midsize business
customers.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation, estimated to account for 2.0% of revenue in 2021, is not a
large part of industry expenses because most production in the industry
is labour intensive. Furthermore, billboard and sign manufacturers are
typically small and unable to make significant investments in property
and equipment. Capital costs are expected to be higher for larger
manufacturers that are able to automate more of their production.
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  Rent

Rental costs account for an estimated 5.1% of industry revenue in
2021. This includes rented office space, manufacturing facilities and
leased equipment and has fallen over the past five years due to
increased wages.

 

  Utilities

Utility costs account for an estimated 1.6% of revenue in 2021. The
industry is assembly-oriented and does not have intensive energy
needs.

 

  Other Costs

Industry operators also incur a variety of other costs, such as
insurance, legal, research and development and freight costs. Freight
can be particularly expensive because the industry's products are large
and heavy. Other costs are expected to account for 17.4% of industry
revenue in 2021.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    Medium and the trend is Increasing

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

Companies in the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada
compete with one another on several factors, with price being the
foremost influencer of demand.

Signage is a necessary expense item for most downstream clients, so minimizing this expenditure is an important
consideration. Therefore, sign manufacturers try to keep prices competitive and often offer discounts for large orders
and long-term contracts.

However, companies can combat priced-based competition and maintain pricing power by providing high-quality
innovative products or cater to niche markets. Manufacturers can improve quality in many ways, including using
bright, long-lasting LEDs and offering sturdy, durable construction for billboards and digital signs. Using long-lasting
products saves customers money over time, encouraging buyers to purchase such products when possible, despite
higher up-front prices. In the same vein, a longstanding billboard must also be able to cater to different advertisers
on a seasonal basis. Thus, creating signs that can be switched or easily changed is a key competitive advantage for
manufacturers with fixed locations. Also, innovation and a company's ability to provide digital signage are important.
Companies that offer digital products benefit from higher margins and are selling to a growing market.

Another way operators can gain a competitive edge is by providing a high standard of service to downstream
businesses and retailers. Companies that can produce special orders as required, provide timely delivery and offer
ample consulting, installation and post-purchase maintenance to customers can earn a good reputation and the
repeat business that comes with it. In addition, a good reputation can increase the likelihood of word-of-mouth
recommendations from old customers to potential new clients.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Billboard and sign manufacturers' experience external competition
indirectly, as their customers compete with other advertising platforms,
such as the internet, TV and social media.

External competition, however, has decreased in recent years due to an increasingly fragmented media landscape
and the advertising industry's move toward out-of-home (OOH) methods, which typically have higher rates of
response.

Mass readership print media circulation has declined steadily in recent years, as Canadians have consumed media
from an increasingly diverse and growing number of online sources. TV viewership has similarly fragmented with the
proliferation of cable channels and emerging competition from streaming services. Although these platforms provide
advertisers an advantage in reaching specific demographics, billboards and other outdoor signs remain one of the
few viable ways to reach a broad, mass audience. Furthermore, import penetration has remained low. As a result,
although companies within the industry experience high competition among themselves, they are expected to
continue experiencing minimal competition from outside the industry.

The level of competition is expected to grow amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Rising economic
uncertainty and logistical issues regarding trade associated with reducing the spread of the pandemic has caused a
sharp decline in demand for industry products, both domestically and abroad. As a result, industry operators must
compete more fiercely for the remaining market.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Low and the trend is Steady
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  Barriers to entry for the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing
industry in Canada are relatively low and can vary
depending on the company. For example, it is fairly easy
to start a small sign company serving a local market.
However, breaking into niche markets, including the very
lucrative digital scoreboard market, requires investing in
significant manufacturing capacity, employing highly
skilled labour and incurring substantial business
development expenses. Nevertheless, most companies in
this industry are small operators that serve a local market,
specializing in one type of signage such as merchandise
solutions, billboards, store signs or transit products.

Industry operators' equipment and machinery costs are
modest, with low levels of capital intensity. As a result,
capital requirements pose only moderate barriers to
potential entrants in this industry. Low industry
concentration also means that new entrants rarely have to
contend with an established national brand and the
extensive resources large companies can wield. However,
low concentration also leads to high competition, often
price based, which will likely make it difficult for new
entrants to create substantial profit early in operation
without innovative products or strong networks. New
companies may also have some difficulty establishing
their products in the market due to the high number of
competitors promoting their existing goods. Moreover,
customer loyalty to existing billboard and sign
manufacturers can make it difficult for new companies to
attract customers. While government regulations do not
prohibit industry entrance, but many cities do restrict the
placement and number of billboards and related products
within their borders. Such restrictions potentially limit the
market size in those locations.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition Medium  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Light  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Medium and the trend is Steady

  The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada has a moderate level of globalization. Most industry operators
are small companies that serve local or regional markets. However, some international operators, mostly from the United
States, compete in the Canadian market. For example, US-based Daktronics Inc., which does not manufacture in Canada
and is thus not included in this industry, has sales offices in Canada and is a North American leader in digital displays for
sports venues. Plus, major player the Jim Pattison Group has operations in the United States and Canada. Therefore, the
company services both of these markets in various capacities. Nevertheless, globalization is minimal outside of this
activity. International trade in the industry is due to the high cost of transporting industry products and the extent of
customization they demand.

The level of globalization within the industry will likely remain relatively stable over the five years to 2026. While some
foreign companies will likely attempt to penetrate the Canadian market, the overall industry is relatively small on a global
scale. The growing trend of electronic billboards and signage should benefit trade slightly as products become thinner
and more compact. However, overseas trade will likely remain limited in comparison with other manufacturing industries
and is likely to remain concentrated in Canada and the United States.
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Major Companies

Major Players Jim Pattison Group

Market Share: 5.4%

  With total sales exceeding $12.7 billion and a staff of more than 51,000 employees worldwide, the Jim Pattison
Group is one of Canada's largest private enterprises. The company operates in a wide range of industries, having
begun as an automotive group before expanding into entertainment and media, financial services, real estate
development, food distribution and packaging. Pattison Sign Group, the company's industry-relevant subsidiary, was
formed in 2002 from the combination of several sign companies its parent company had acquired over the preceding
decades, including Claude Neon and Enseignes Imperial Signs. Pattison Sign Group has three manufacturing
plants, as well as regional sales offices across North America, which cumulatively employ 800 people.

The company manufactures a full range of industry products, from menu boards and interior signage to digital
billboards and spectaculars. In a highly competitive and fragmented industry, the company benefits from its
connection to Pattison Outdoor Advertising, another subsidiary of the Jim Pattison Group that rents billboards and
other outdoor advertising space in more than 300 Canadian municipalities. This vertical integration has provided the
company an advantage in marketing its billboards through direct contact with advertisers nationwide. The company
also provides smaller-scale interior and exterior signage to unaffiliated businesses. However, Pattison Outdoor
Advertising is not included in the following industry-relevant financial performance since it does not manufacture
signs.

Financial performance

The Jim Pattison Group is privately held and although it discloses total annual sales figures, it provides little financial
information on its individual business units. However, IBISWorld estimates that the company's industry-relevant
revenue is projected to shrink an annualized 1.5% to reach $84.8 million over the five years to 2021, outperforming
the industry in aggregate. Ultimately, the Jim Pattison Group's wide-ranging activities in many sectors contribute to
the Pattison Sign Group's performance relative to the overall industry. The Pattison Sign Group can manufacture
billboards for the Jim Pattison Group in its outdoor advertising arm or for its wide-ranging other operations, chiefly its
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large automotive retail group where billboards and signs are of the utmost importance. This vertical integration has
been the key driver of the company's success in the industry and is anticipated to continue shaping its future
trajectory in this space. However, this has not been enough to offset the industry's decline over the past five years.
IBISWorld estimates that the company's operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is forecast
to increase an annualized 3.6% to reach $6.1 million over the five years to 2021 as the company has used its
economies of scale.

 
The Jim Pattison Group (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016 91.4 N/C 5.1 N/C
2017 85.8 -6.1 8.6 68.6
2018 86.3 0.6 5.9 -31.4
2019 85.8 -0.6 6.8 15.3
2020 84.4 -1.6 3.2 -52.9
2021 84.8 0.5 6.1 90.6

Source: IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates

Other Companies Overall, the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is heavily fragmented, with 1,761 companies
estimated to be competing for market share in 2021. Aside from the Jim Pattison Group, no company in the industry
is expected to hold a market share greater than 2.0%. Within this environment, some companies have secured a
notable market share through diverse product offerings and favourable contracts.

The following companies do not formally participate in the industry, but as lessors of billboard advertising space,
they have a significant influence on industry operators. Therefore, a short analysis of each is warranted.

Branded Cities does not manufacture signs or billboards, but is important to this industry because it owns and
operates a significant number of advertising display faces nationwide. In 2017, it purchased Clear Channel Outdoor
Canada. The company is headquartered in Toronto, has advertisements in six out of the top eight airports in Canada
and offers spectaculars and street furniture advertising. Consequently, the company is a major purchaser of digital
billboards, traditional billboards, posters, bulletins and transit displays. Also, similar to Branded Cities, Lamar
Advertising Company does not manufacture signs or billboards. However, it owns or operates over 160,000
billboards in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico, making it extremely important to operators in the Billboard
and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada. Both of these companies have a direct influence on industry operations.

Steel Art Signs Corp.

  Market Share: 1.3%
  Steel Art Signs Corp. was founded in Toronto as a metalworking company in 1949 that focused primarily on kitchen

equipment, ductwork and ornamental pieces. The company moved into industry operations during the 1950s and
solidified its efforts into solely signage by the 1960s. The company was known for pioneering aluminum extrusions
as frames to contain acrylic faces in the 1970s. Then, in the early 2000s, the company was one of the first
manufacturers to use LED technology, buying the second-most LEDs for sign construction of any company in North
America, according to its website. The company's market share grew significantly in 1998 when it merged with Neu
Art Signs, making it the second-largest sign company in Canada at the time. Today, employing nearly 80 workers,
the company focuses on environmental sustainability to cater to its clients. Still, since Steel Art Signs Corp. focuses
on large-scale projects, the company's revenue can vary greatly year over year. Although the company is private
and does not disclose its financial information, IBISWorld estimates that Steel Art Signs Corp. will generate $20.8
million in industry-relevant revenue in 2021.

Point 1 Displays Inc.

  Market Share: 1.2%
  Founded in 1993, Point 1 Displays Inc. focuses on innovative designs to attract clients in the retail space.

Headquartered in Montreal, the company has secured contracts with the largest retail chains in North America,
including Walmart Inc. and Costco Wholesale Corporation, as well as Shoppers Drug Mart Corporation and its
parent company Loblaw Companies Limited, one of the biggest retailers in Canada. Moreover, the company has
specialized in merchandising solutions, which are often smaller than billboards and storefront signs, but offer a much
higher profit margin due to the customization and specialized designs inherent in their manufacture. Thus, the
company can diversify its revenue stream while mitigating any profound volatility in revenue due to the small size of
each of these projects. Other operators that rely on multimillion-dollar billboards can suffer through large fluctuations
in demand year over year due to a contract for one big-ticket item in one year. Although the company is private and
does not disclose its financial information, IBISWorld expects Point 1 Displays Inc. to generate $19.0 million in
industry-relevant revenue in 2021.

Provincial Sign Systems
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  Market Share: 1.1%
  Provincial Sign Systems designs and manufactures several different types of signage, including digital, retail and

signage for transit shelters. The company has worked with Clear Channel Outdoor Company Canada for more than
10 years on its national billboard network. Additionally, Provincial Sign Systems has worked with several automakers
to manufacture the signs for car dealerships. The company owns two locations, with its main office located in
Pickering, ON, as well as a second in Blainville, QC. While it is a private company, IBISWorld estimates that
Provincial Sign Systems will generate $16.8 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2021.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  Capital investment requirements in the Billboard and Sign
Manufacturing industry in Canada can vary greatly. This is
primarily attributed to the fact that smaller operators
typically offer a few kinds of signage that are simple in
design, while larger manufacturers often have more
extensive and complex product offerings that require a
greater amount of equipment to produce. For example,
starting a small company specializing in store signage for
local companies requires substantially less capital than a
company focused on selling multimillion-dollar digital
scoreboards and video displays to sporting arenas and
entertainment venues. At the same time, these capital-
intensive operations also require more skilled labourers
including metalworkers, technicians and sometimes even
software developers, keeping overall capital intensity at
bay relative to wage outlays.

The vast majority of industry operators are small
manufacturers, which limits the industry's average capital
intensity. Nearly all of the industry's products are designed
and manufactured to client specifications, making it difficult
to fully automate product creation. The intensity and
amount of labour applied depends on how much the
product must be customized for its use. As a result,
billboard and sign manufacturing requires more labour per
product than many other manufacturing industries since
most of their products are not standardized. IBISWorld
estimates that industry operators will spend $0.06 on
capital investment for every $1.00 spent on wages in 2021,
compared with $0.08 in 2016. This ratio is not anticipated
to change significantly over the five years to 2026 since the
marginal decline during the current period is mostly
attributed to a slightly higher rise in labour costs as
compared with capital outlays.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very Low Innovation
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

High Ease of Entry Likely A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Medium Rate of Entry Potential Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Medium Market
Concentration

Potential A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

The relative ease of entry is high, which can support the potential for external innovators to enter the industry with a
disruptive trajectory. Despite this, the rate of entry of new companies is in line with the national average.

The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada is fairly resistant to
technological disruption.

The industry generates a large amount of revenue from the production of general signage, which is a staple feature of
retail, food service and many other business establishments. The advertising industry has shifted toward digital marketing,
especially with the proliferation of smartphones and social media. For example, social media platforms enable any business
to reach audiences tightly targeted for geography, demographics and interests. However, billboards in high trafficked areas
are proven to be effective. Also, company marketing strategies typically encompass a variety of advertising methods. Given
that such marketing strategies will likely remain popular especially in dense urban areas, the industry is anticipated to
remain resistant to technological disruption.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  Technological change in the Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in
Canada is moderate.

Some new technologies being perfected include GPS modems and other internet connectivity devices that instantly update
billboards on buses and cars, LED billboards that use Bluetooth and infrared technology to display multiple messages
during the course of the day, interactive billboards that send messages directly to mobile devices with product offers and
business information and billboards incorporating scanning technology that can identify consumers' demographic
information to further tailor advertising to particular groups of people. Ultimately, the advancements in this industry focus on
adaptability, the ability to change or update signs easily (hence the embrace of screens) and consumer interaction to
supplement the world of online advertising.
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Digital display products

Digital, light-emitting diode (LED) and liquid crystal display (LCD) billboards
and signs are growing in popularity and will be a focus of future innovation.

Such innovation includes developing smaller, clearer and brighter LEDs and devising ways to place them closer together to
increase image resolution. LEDs are more efficient, smaller, provide more vivid colour, are harder to break and last longer
than more traditional incandescent bulbs. LCD displays have grown in popularity because the price of their components has
fallen in recent years. However, they are used primarily for small display solutions. These displays are more energy efficient
and can be disposed of more safely than the older cathode ray tube displays. Still, these products constitute a small portion
of the industry's total revenue. In addition, manufacturers are applying these technologies to existing product types, but are
introducing few conceptually new billboard or advertising displays. Essentially, with the rapid technological change of online
advertising techniques, out of home advertising through billboards and signs has been proven to be more effective in terms
of audience engagement, with very few necessary tweaks to its traditional model for improved efficacy.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    High

  The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada exhibits a high level
of revenue volatility, as measured by the average absolute value of revenue
changes.

Changes in the business cycle can cause demand for the industry's products to fluctuate and increases in the number of
new business can drive demand for signs. Product innovations, such as LEDs, high-definition video screens, digital
displays and other design improvements can also cause greater demand for new signs, as companies may opt to improve
their existing signs. Moreover, industry operators do not require many commodity inputs, which also helps mitigate
significant cost and by extension, revenue fluctuations. Furthermore, the industry's revenue ultimately depends on demand
for advertising and signage from end user industries.

Nonetheless, while these many forces typically subdue revenue volatility, oscillations in demand in recent years have
primarily stemmed from export activity. For example, a precipitous 61.4% decline in exports in 2017 contributed to an
18.5% drop in revenue that year, the largest contraction over the five years to 2021. This enormous fall resulted in a decline
in the share of revenue derived from exports from 8.6% in 2016 to 4.1% in 2017. Exports fell 33.2% in 2020 due to trade
difficulties and economic uncertainty stemming from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which caused a 7.2% decrease
in revenue over that year. Thus, while international trade does not generate the majority of industry revenue, drastic
fluctuations akin to those during the current period can lead to mounting revenue volatility in the short run. These factors
affect industry performance in different ways, contributing to an average revenue fluctuation of 11.9% over the five years to
2021, including a 9.9% jump in 2016 and an anticipated 3.9% rise in 2021.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Light and the trend is Increasing
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Manufacturers in the Canadian Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry are
affected by intellectual property concerns, environmental legislation and
labour laws that affect all manufacturing industries.

While there is little federal regulation regarding billboards and outdoor signage specifically, many cities have addressed the
issue through their own regulations. Recently, most legislation has focused on the digitization of signs and billboards.

For example, Vancouver and London, ON, both approved sign by-laws in 2017. Both policies reflect a concern for the
community, aesthetics and competition. For example, there are distinct sizing regulations for signs, which should generally
be proportionate to the size and type of building that it is advertising for, such as a restaurant or hotel. Moreover, while
vague, the style should be congruent to the community at large, with an emphasis on historic value. At the same time, the
Vancouver City legislation aims to "encourage signs that incorporate exceptional design, are innovative and enhance the
public realm... [and] signs that incorporate high-quality materials and minimize light pollution" within the confines of public
safety standards. Ultimately, many cities are passing similar by-laws to ensure competition, visibility, public safety and
conservation, which both helps industry operators by preserving their business but hurts more innovative manufacturers
and those that serve smaller businesses that may be restricted in their signage capabilities.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Billboard and Sign Manufacturing industry in Canada has little direct
assistance from the government.

Competing imports of the industry's products are subject to relatively low tariff levels, increasing external competition.
However, due to the size of industry products and turnaround times, billboard and sign imports generally do not adversely
affect billboard and sign manufacturers, as they comprise less than 10.0% of domestic demand. Similarly, purchasing
billboards from remote manufacturers can cause additional costs associated with logistics and transportation alongside
design flaws and inconsistencies that may be tougher to gauge if a client is unable to see the product in person.

While there is no government assistance to industry operators, some organizations offer resources for manufacturers. For
example, the International Sign Association (ISA) seeks to protect and improve the sign industry via government advocacy
and representation. The ISA also provides enterprise information, training, classes and conferences for industry operators.
The ISA also holds the world's largest annual sign conference, the ISA International Sign Expo. On a domestic level, the
Sign Association of Canada, founded in 1955, has promoted the welfare of the sign industry in a similar way. They also
hold an analogous annual conference, Sign Expo Canada, providing services akin to the ISA for domestic operators.

In response to the global spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), the Government of Canada released a COVID-19 Economic
Response Plan to support Canadians and businesses suffering from economic hardships due to the pandemic. The
government announced support for small businesses including new measures that help businesses stay open and their
workers employed. Included in these measures are expanding the Canada Emergency Business Account to businesses
that paid between $20,000 and $1.5 million in total payroll in 2019. The program was previously available to businesses
with payrolls between $50,000 and $1.0 million. Second, the government intends to premiere the Canada Emergency
Commercial Rent Assistance program for small businesses. The program is expected to provide loans to commercial
property owners who in turn will lower or forgo the rent of small businesses for the months of April, May and June. The
government would have to collaborate with provinces to introduce the program. Additional support is available for
businesses including the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS), which is a subsidy that generally covers 75.0% of an
employee's wages up to $847.00 per week.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Total
advertising

expenditure
($b)

2012 2,375 677 1,832 1,819 8,913 141 103 451 2,337 12.4
2013 2,369 600 1,846 1,812 8,598 135 110 422 2,343 11.8
2014 1,791 547 1,875 1,800 8,381 154 117 422 1,754 11.5
2015 1,979 621 1,864 1,796 9,739 171 122 509 1,930 11.7
2016 2,175 664 1,886 1,809 9,946 188 120 509 2,107 12.0
2017 1,773 766 1,866 1,814 10,751 72.5 115 563 1,815 12.4
2018 1,688 675 1,974 1,838 9,901 66.5 114 531 1,736 12.5
2019 1,643 648 1,896 1,847 9,236 76.9 108 493 1,674 13.1
2020 1,525 549 1,788 1,742 8,748 51.4 81.9 465 1,555 12.0
2021 1,584 617 1,811 1,761 8,984 52.3 87.0 479 1,618 12.7
2022 1,626 631 1,826 1,774 9,166 53.9 88.9 489 1,661 12.9
2023 1,659 642 1,838 1,784 9,277 55.1 90.6 496 1,694 13.1
2024 1,684 650 1,846 1,791 9,354 56.0 91.8 501 1,720 13.2
2025 1,706 656 1,855 1,798 9,401 56.8 92.9 504 1,742 13.2
2026 1,728 662 1,855 1,798 9,461 57.6 93.9 508 1,764 13.3

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Total
advertising

expenditure
(%)

2012 -2.03 -1.40 -2.61 -1.36 -3.66 8.80 0.98 -4.48 -2.48 1.63
2013 -0.25 -11.4 0.76 -0.39 -3.54 -3.91 6.70 -6.42 0.28 -4.84
2014 -24.4 -8.95 1.57 -0.67 -2.53 13.7 6.19 0.09 -25.1 -2.55
2015 10.5 13.6 -0.59 -0.23 16.2 10.9 4.45 20.5 10.0 1.73
2016 9.91 6.87 1.18 0.72 2.12 9.95 -1.65 0.07 9.18 2.56
2017 -18.5 15.4 -1.07 0.27 8.09 -61.4 -4.35 10.5 -13.8 3.33
2018 -4.78 -11.9 5.78 1.32 -7.91 -8.28 -0.53 -5.64 -4.37 0.80
2019 -2.71 -4.06 -3.96 0.48 -6.72 15.6 -5.36 -7.11 -3.58 4.80
2020 -7.19 -15.2 -5.70 -5.69 -5.29 -33.2 -24.1 -5.68 -7.09 -8.40
2021 3.86 12.4 1.28 1.09 2.69 1.75 6.22 2.94 4.06 5.83
2022 2.66 2.18 0.82 0.73 2.02 3.05 2.18 2.15 2.63 1.57
2023 2.02 1.71 0.65 0.56 1.21 2.22 1.91 1.36 2.02 1.55
2024 1.52 1.26 0.43 0.39 0.83 1.63 1.32 0.96 1.51 0.76
2025 1.31 0.93 0.48 0.39 0.50 1.42 1.19 0.67 1.30 0.00
2026 1.27 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.63 1.40 1.07 0.75 1.26 0.75

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 28.5 4.40 5.93 266 19.0 4.87 50,555
2013 25.3 4.69 5.72 276 17.8 4.66 49,046
2014 30.5 6.65 8.60 214 23.6 4.47 50,364
2015 31.4 6.31 8.63 203 25.7 5.22 52,244
2016 30.5 5.69 8.63 219 23.4 5.27 51,196
2017 43.2 6.31 4.09 165 31.7 5.76 52,330
2018 40.0 6.57 3.94 171 31.4 5.02 53,621
2019 39.4 6.45 4.68 178 30.0 4.87 53,400
2020 36.0 5.27 3.37 174 30.5 4.89 53,178
2021 39.0 5.38 3.30 176 30.2 4.96 53,306
2022 38.8 5.35 3.32 177 30.1 5.02 53,371
2023 38.7 5.35 3.32 179 29.9 5.05 53,455
2024 38.6 5.34 3.33 180 29.7 5.07 53,528
2025 38.4 5.33 3.33 182 29.5 5.07 53,622
2026 38.3 5.32 3.33 183 29.4 5.10 53,684

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Ad Age
http://www.adage.com

Out of Home Advertising Association of America
http://www.oaaa.org

Ontario Marketing Agency Canada
http://www.omaccanada.ca

Canadian Out of Home Marketing and Measurement Bureau
http://www.commb.ca

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon BULLETIN
The largest standard size outdoor medium that is usually placed along major highways and other high population
areas.

DIGITAL BILLBOARD
An outdoor advertising display offering static messages that rotate six to eight advertisements every eight seconds.

LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE (LED)
A semiconductor light source that is being increasingly used in digital billboards and displays.

POSTER
An outdoor advertising display typically placed primarily in commercial and industrial areas or along roads.

SPECTACULAR
A large, nontraditional billboard that is custom designed to capture maximum attention and often incorporates
hydraulic movements, fiber optics and neon tubes.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.
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EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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